
-to have the user always in mind, because it’s easy to lose focus. 



-avoid assumptions 



-to question every decision I make to be sure it would help users meet their needs. 


-to discover that I really enjoy the Research part of the whole UX journey.



-to test the solution whenever possible



-to accept all feedback, listen to people carefully and be always open: by doing this, I 
discovered users wanted something different. 

4: Prototype


3: Ideate


1: Empathize 

Understand, Discover and Explore 

Kimen is an app that helps users learn a new language by choosing lessons by 
topics, setting learning goals, creating lists of words, and completing exercises to 
practice the lexicon of their lists.  



Why “Kimen”? It means “to learn” in Mapudungun, the language spoken by the 
Mapuche people, who lived in Chile and Argentina. 


It’s a name easy to pronounce in different languages.

At this point, the initial goal and the initial question led to a narrowed 
problem statement:



Ariana needs an easy, time-efficient way to improve her English skills 
because she works long hours and doesn't have time to study, and feels 

more confident and conversationally fluent.

Later on, I started designing the and creating the first . wireframes  prototype

Add a Community Channel

because learning among 

peers is fun!

Access to the complete Usability Testing document

I conducted a few remoted  


people who had previuos previous learning a language.  




Some of the questions I prepared were: 


-What were/are your biggest challenges about learning a new language? Why? 


-When was the last time you had to learn a huge amount of  vocabulary? Did you succeed? Why? 


-Tell me about a time you’ve been frustrated with learning new vocabulary.  




After analyzing the interviews, I created an  to cleary see my findings: 


















 

user interviews,

Affinity map

we learn better when 
we have a goal we 
want to achieve  



we can learn faster when 
emotions and interests are 

involved in the process


we can learn without 
conscious effort, like when 

we play games. 


It is like listening to a lesson 
at school. 


It allows to learn words in 
context and listen to the 

pronunciation.  

Games are an effective way to 
learn, as we all do when we 

are kids! 


It helps to stay motivated

Now the question was: how would Ariana navigate this app?



Time to outline the Ariana would take to complete her goals: 



I also organized the content of the app by creating the .


 user journeys 

 Information Architecture

Ready to receive all the possible feedback that could help me to improve Kimen,

I conducted . 3 of them participated in the interview process. 



I’ve created 5 scenarios and tasks, which provided me with a lot of valuable information to find 
errors and gather users' opinions.



After that, I categorized the errors according to Jakob Nielsen’s error severity rating scale (being 
0 not a problem at all and 4 a usability catastrophe) to help me prioritize the improvements.

4 remotely online usability testing

At this point I had even more questions than before: 

Is this app easy to use? is it useful? 


Would Ariana and users like her enjoy it? 



That meant one thing: testing time! 

As a consequence, I started thinking: “how do we actually learn something?” 



So, I decided to look for publications about this topic and appeal to my experience as a teacher. 



I collected some insights:

After this initial research, I concluded that these apps didn’t offer a free platform to learn a 
language by organizing and adding lists of vocabulary and setting goals to achieve it. 

Having her and her needs in mind, I started to think of possible solutions:









Kimen - Case study

1: Empathize 


Whit this information in mind, the next thing I needed to know was: what do the potential 
users of Kimen think? What do they do and how? Do they use apps to learn? How? 


5: Test


Learnings

What’s next

Having the chance to see the participants interacting with my solution was amazing. 

I gathered the most important issues to iterate again, create a mid-fidelity prototype 

and add some improvements:

Although the project ended at this stage, if it had continued, some of the following steps 
would have been:

If some users had bad experiences with apps, it could be good to 
provide them something they already know.

Which others related apps are out there? What do they offer?



This initial question led me to a few more....Time to !



That’s why I did a  and tried out 3 apps. 





 

research

Competitive Analysis

Solo project:

it was the project I did 
during the Intro UX 
course at CareerFoundry.

Objective: 

design a mobile app 
that empowers people 
to learn new vocabulary.

Duration: 

2 weeks

Role: 

UX/UI designer 

Tools: 

paper and pen, 
Balsamiq, Google Drive, 
Marvel, Figma, Zoom 

Kimen was my first UX project. I’ve learned a lot in only 2 weeks:

Access to the updated clickable Prototype


User Journeys

Access to the 1st.clickeable Prototype


Information Architecture

After all, I decided to design a mobile app that feels like attending lessons, so that she can:

Once I understood my users needs, I created a : Ariana. 



She helped me  to design for real people. 

persona

listen to short podcasts 
lessons by topic 

set learning goals create lists of vocabulary and 
practice them with quizzes.

Add a Music section

with lyrics. Learning with rhythm 

helps to incorporate words

2: Define 

The research revealed that most users didn't have positive experiences with other 
learning apps and that they prefer multimedia tools to learn.

I was excited about the project because it was the first I did and about a 
topic I like: education

To design Kimen, I followed the Design Thinking Process

And I iterated again, created a high-fidelity prototype:

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1sKx2EMZfG_F5QleErQPjzwKe6u8ljvQPatfRSe-7HHg/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.figma.com/proto/5hU2uMqb9rcyl4x3dDl1WS/Kimen?page-id=0%3A1&node-id=1%3A2&viewport=-61%2C182%2C0.10868288576602936&scaling=scale-down
https://marvelapp.com/prototype/7h058bi

